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Preface

by Ken Michaels, CEO, Macmillan Learning

We are living in challenging and exciting times in education.

Challenging because instructors and institutions are under pressure to improve outcomes, technologies are evolving at a dizzying pace, and costs are rising for students, yet more are struggling or failing.

Exciting, because we are learning more than ever through research about how students study, behave, and learn and how to help them to be more successful; about teaching and institutional excellence of ‘what works’; and about how to facilitate improvements with innovative programs and technologies.

A firehose feeding this research is the volume and granularity of data from the increasingly sophisticated and comprehensive digital solutions that students, instructors, and institutions are using – from teaching, learning, and assessment, through attendance, in-class polling, and surveys, to course and career planning and much more.

Given the wealth of data, we should be drowning in insights, right? Not necessarily. Learning is highly personal, and education is a complex ecosystem. So, sifting out reliable and practical insights from the morass of data is a skilled, multi-disciplinary endeavour. We know from decades of experience that it’s easy to draw conclusions, but it’s much harder to draw reliable insights. That’s what this White Paper is all about – moving beyond the hype about “big data” and getting down to practical tips that will make anyone analyzing data in education more successful.

Our company mission is to improve student success. We achieve this through our deep and collaborative partnerships with the instructors and institutions we serve. It’s because of our mission and these relationships that we have chosen to share the hard-won best practices developed by our Learning Science and Insights teams of analysts and reveal examples of the surprising and practical insights these can reveal.

We hope you find this White Paper interesting and that it contributes constructively to the broader discussion of how data can be used in education responsibly and effectively to improve student success. Have fun reading!

Sincerely,

Ken Michaels
The educational landscape today is being rapidly transformed due to innovation in technology and its adoption in teaching and learning. Given that the technologies adopted are largely digital, volumes of data are now available at high velocity and with greater variety for educators and educational service providers to support teaching and learning. The availability of this volume, velocity, and variety of data generated in educational contexts, however, does not mean that relevant insights can be readily and easily be drawn to facilitate greater outcomes for learners and instructors. What, then, is the promise of educational data and learning analytics?

In this paper, we outline the approach to educational data mining and learning analytics we have developed at Macmillan Learning, illustrate how this approach is aiding the development of a next generation of digital educational tools, informing textbook authors and content developers, and enabling better insights and intervention strategies for institutions, faculty and staff, and students themselves. But first, we will begin with a brief survey of the current state of analytics.
In today’s world, analytics has been leveraged mostly in retail businesses. According to a report by McKinsey & Company (McKinsey Global Institute, 2016), even manufacturing, healthcare, and the public sector are underutilizing analytics. The report did not identify education as an area where analytics can play a significant role except as part of personalization. At Macmillan Learning, we take a different view on the value of analytics in support of teaching and learning. We believe that personalization is only one aspect where analytics can be leveraged and that data analytics has a much larger role to play in support of teaching and learning, including understanding of learning processes themselves. Insights from learning analytics can help guide the development of more engaging and effective learning products and courses; the creation of content that is pedagogically rich and sound for instruction, learning, and assessment; provide institutions, instructors, and learners with insight into performance, behaviors, and interventions; support and complement research on impact of learning products (McWilliams et al., 2017); and to shed light on fundamental questions in teaching and learning, such as knowledge transfer.
Professionals with a variety of skills occupy the current data analytics landscape. These skills tend to fall into three categories: mathematics and statistics, domain expertise, and computer programming (Hayes, 2014). Some professionals may have skills in more than one category. To conduct analyses that support education, the ideal combination of skills—that of a data scientist—is the possession of all three, so that relevant analyses can be conducted to draw sound inferences. This combination of skills is at the heart of analytics at Macmillan Learning and is nurtured to derive robust and meaningful insights from data.

Data analysts use a wide spectrum of statistical practices: these range from simple point statistics—such as averages and medians—to sophisticated machine learning techniques. Analyses can be augmented by outlier detection methods, linear and non-linear regression techniques, application of probability models, and classification and prediction models as necessary. Machine learning approaches—which include regression, classification, and prediction techniques—are being used more and more due to the increasing volume, velocity, and variety of data, as well as advances in computation, processing power, and data storage. (Analysts use the term volume to refer to the amount of data available, the term velocity to refer to the speed at which data becomes available, and the term variety to refer to the diversity of data.) Other recent advances in machine learning have taken place in the realm of deep learning, in which added layers of “neurons” along with new algorithms (such as reinforcement) enable computers to “learn” from vast amounts of data, recognize patterns and apply them to specific complex settings, such as playing the game Go with humans (Silver et al., 2016). At Macmillan Learning, we believe that using analytics to draw insights from data is inseparable from sound statistical practice.

The tools that support data analytics cannot be separated from the analytical methodologies. The practice of data analytics is enhanced by open-source analysis tools and statistical programming languages, such as R, which are readily updated with new analytical and visualization packages. Open-source data frameworks (such as Hadoop), data-processing tools (such as Spark), and computation libraries (such as TensorFlow) facilitate the handling and computations of large volumes of data. The ultimate value these tools bring to analytics depends on their end use and the significance of the problems they solve.

The availability of this volume, velocity, and variety of data generated in educational contexts, however, does not mean that relevant insights can be readily and easily be drawn.

While machine learning techniques—and more broadly, artificial intelligence (AI)—hold great promise in areas such as speech and image recognition, text reading, language translation, navigation, healthcare, and games, their application in education is currently fairly limited and includes predicting grades, channeling
interventions by instructors, administrators, and guidance counselors, and indexing large volumes of educational content. We believe that despite the hype, many challenges remain in applying machine learning and AI at scale in education. Those challenges include, but are not limited to:

1. Educational settings are highly variable

Educational settings are highly variable, which means there isn’t enough data within a given context for machine learning algorithms to be reliably trained on. For example, information about the context within which teaching and learning is taking place is largely absent from current data sets. (Context here means, for example, where, and under what conditions teaching and learning are taking place, and for what goals.) In addition, instructors teach students who are in various stages of learning and utilize pedagogical approaches that may differ from their peers.

2. A large gap exists in the data captured between a task being presented to a learner and its completion

A large gap exists in the data that occurs in the time between a question or a task is presented to a learner and its completion and the part of their work a digital learning and assessment platform can capture. This lack of information—for example, intermediate steps taken before arriving at a solution to a question, classroom events, discussions with a tutor, or study sessions with peers—impacts an algorithm’s ability to emulate a student’s learning or problem-solving process.

3. Varied uses of content and use cases

Educators vary in their use of content and how and when they choose to use them. These result in further diversity of use cases and contexts.

4. Conceptual domains vary

Conceptual domains vary, which further limits the availability of sufficient data. (For our purposes, the term conceptual domains means distinct disciplines—such as English composition, Economics, or Physics—as well as conceptual differences that may be present within a given discipline.)

It may be possible to constrain the application of machine learning and AI techniques within specific domains, but probably not at scale across domains in the foreseeable future.

Almost all these challenges are, fundamentally, data limitations, which may be overcome in the short term within narrowly defined contexts of teaching and learning in specific disciplines. However, we believe that not being able to support a wide range of educational contexts and disciplines is a severe limitation of machine learning and AI techniques. Given that there is historical precedent to overestimate the impact of technological innovation in the short term and underestimate their influence in the long term (Brooks, 2017), we are cautiously optimistic about the application of machine learning and AI techniques at scale in the domain of education and believe that their potential has only just begun to be widely researched.
Learning Analytics: Recommended Best Practices

At Macmillan Learning, we believe that the guiding light for educational data mining and learning analytics should be the understanding of and empathy for what learners, instructors, and other stakeholders in education are trying to achieve. This steers data analysts to craft solutions that facilitate the needs of learners, instructors, and other users, factoring in relevant research and insights from the learning sciences, impact research, user experience, and user-centered design. This approach also reframes the role of data scientists to that of problem-solvers, freeing them from methodological constraints, and allowing them to innovatively conduct fit-for-purpose analyses in any problem space in the complex arena of education.

The guiding light for educational data mining and learning analytics should be the understanding of and empathy for what learners and instructors are trying to achieve in their learning and teaching.

This approach naturally positions an analyst to navigate through noisy data (in the sense that the contexts within which data originates are not always clear, and raw data does not necessarily encode useful insights directly), analyze data from multiple angles, and reach reasonable conclusions within the data constraints, statistical and methodological limitations, and uncertainties, and yet serve the needs of learners, instructors, and other stakeholders.
LEARNING ANALYTICS is both a science and an art. The science provides a path to interrogate the data and reach logical conclusions, however complex that path may be. The art is to know what to look for in inherently noisy data. At Macmillan Learning, we utilize both in conducting learning analytics. In treating learning analytics as both a science and an art, and from decades of experience, we have developed a set of guiding principles that we hope may be of value to other data analysts in education. We recommend that data analysts:
| **1** | **Explore data from multiple angles,** and mine data conditionally to find the most appropriate form of analysis that fits the purpose. Conditional data mining offers an integral path for an analyst to explore various hypotheses and to test them efficiently. |
| **2** | **Visualize data at every step during exploration** as much as possible. Data visualization can help avoid premature or unwarranted conclusions. For example, avoid reporting correlation values from linear regression before visually inspecting if the plot shows a linear trend. |
| **3** | **Avoid foregone conclusions:** that is, avoid looking for data to support preconceived conclusions. Instead, make conclusions that stand out from the data and within the assumptions and constraints of the analysis. |
| **4** | **Understand how users** engage with learning applications before conducting analyses. Avoid treating applications as black boxes and data as context-free. User experience and educational impact research can provide essential context of users and supplement or complement the platform data available to analysts. |
| **5** | **Do not reject outlier data** without due consideration. Outliers often lead to surprising insights. In turn, these can inform much broader conclusions. |
| **6** | **Use point statistics cautiously,** as the blind use of them can often mask the "signal" from the "noise". In other words, the "median isn’t the message" (Gould, 1991). |
| **7** | **Isolate and adjust for confounding factors** within data as much as possible. Confounding factors pose significant challenges in analytics. Forming hypotheses about these factors and analyzing their effects can help tease out their relative influence on the observed data. |
| **8** | **Safeguard against overfitting statistical models.** One goal of data analytics is to generalize findings from a specific data set into the future. Statistical models developed to explain a current data set extremely well (that is, the model overfits the data) tend to fail to explain future data well. Instead, develop statistical models that balance fit and generalizability. |
| **9** | **Strive to understand predictive and machine learning algorithms** and their performance in a wide variety of educational circumstances. Never treat these algorithms as black boxes with data as mere inputs and results as mere outputs. Analysts working in education have a responsibility to avoid biases (explicit or hidden) and to be careful with predictions and recommendations. |
| **10** | **Strive to obtain quality data** from product applications because improving student and education outcomes depends on it. Platforms should be instrumented so the data they capture reflects user engagement with enough granularity for the research questions at hand. |
| **11** | **Align statistical thinking with scientific thinking.** For example, look for repeated patterns in the data and for the educational and practical significance of the findings rather than relying on statistical significance tests alone. |
| **12** | **Consider how learning analytics can contribute to foundational empirical research** in teaching and learning instead of limiting its use to simply summarizing observations, testing hypotheses, or developing algorithms (predictive or otherwise). |

These principles guide data analysts at Macmillan Learning so that their research provides reliable and actionable insights for the development of effective learning solutions and educator support.
Learning Analytics: Illuminating Examples

Macmillan Learning leverages data to continuously improve its educational products and content and to develop new learning platforms and media that facilitate greater outcomes for students, instructors, and other stakeholders. In what follows, we share a number of illuminating examples that practically demonstrate the journey toward obtaining valuable insights, examples of how to avoid erroneous conclusions, and findings that we hope are of interest to educators and educational data analysts.

What Types of Content Impact Learning the Most? Beware of First Impressions

This example shows how data mining can inform product development and how actionable insights may be best derived by analyzing data from multiple angles.

The digital product used in this example assesses foundational skills and guides remediation. First, a student takes a pre-test for a subject area. Based on the student’s performance on the pre-test, they are provided a personalized study plan, which is followed by a post-test. The test performance data and the study plan engagement data provide instructors with insight into the foundational skills and gaps between each student’s knowledge.
Students who accessed the study plan show larger gains from pre- to post-test. At first glance, interactive labs seem to have the biggest impact on student gains. (Statistical uncertainties shown are standard errors.)

A closer look at the data shows that students who accessed interactive labs also frequently accessed practice activities, followed by the eBook and self quizzes. Thus, the results seen for interactive labs in Figure 1 must be rethought.
A comprehensive analysis of data from pilot users revealed that among the various assets available in the study plan, the most effective are likely to be the practice activities and self quizzes. However, an initial analysis suggested quite a different conclusion—that interactive labs were the most effective. It was only by looking at the data from several perspectives, mining data conditionally, and adjusting for conflating factors probabilistically that practice activities and self quizzes emerged as the content with a higher likelihood of impacting students as determined by the pre- to post-test score gains. This particular example illustrates (see Figures 1–3) several key aspects of Macmillan Learning’s approach to educational data mining and learning analytics: that of taking a multidimensional and conditional approach to learning analytics and maintaining a sensitivity to confounding factors in order to extract cautious and reasonable conclusions from data.

How Can Learning and Assessment Content Be Effectively Improved? Insights into eBooks and Learning Activities

Effective outcomes cannot be expected for instructors and students unless they have access to effective content to teach and learn from. Macmillan Learning uses a wide range of analytics techniques to create effective data-based feedback loops between instructors and students and authors, editors, and content teams. The content usage and quality metrics obtained from data analytics help guide the improvement of textbooks, both print and digital, and continuous empirical refinement of online assessment and learning content.

For example, the analysis of eBook usage (see Figure 4) provides insights into course design in terms of scope and sequence. By analyzing student usage of eBook content—including how much time students spend on pages, how often students access content over time, and how these behaviors and preferences change during the course—we can optimize the scope, sequence, coverage of content, and functional tools that aid studying.
FIGURE 4. Usage of eBook pages (chapters and sections) over calendar weeks of a course. The top chart reveals that most chapters and sections are covered in the order listed in the book’s table of contents, but some are covered out of sequence and earlier than expected (e.g., chapters 13, 14, and 15). The middle and the bottom charts show the chapter and section page view trends over calendar weeks for chapters 13, 14, and 15, and the rest of the chapters covered in the course, respectively.
Learning Analytics: Illuminating Examples

Data mining can also be used to analyze the usage and performance of learning and assessment items. This enables efficient, empirical feedback loops—between the students and instructors using the content, and the authors and teams refining the content and functionality—that guide continuous improvement. This has led to the creation of at-scale internal analytics solutions and architectures that facilitate continuous improvement of content (see Figure 5). However, making these feedback loops actionable is often challenging due to noisy data and the variety of user contexts and use cases. Novel analytical techniques are being developed at Macmillan Learning to overcome these challenges.

**FIGURE 5.** A dashboard displaying content performance and usage that enables authors and content teams to efficiently and effectively improve products. This screen displays the distribution of the difficulty of learning activities (as measured by a correct-on-first-attempt metric) compared with the author-expected difficulty (green = easy, yellow = medium, red = difficult). This enables internal users to assess where the content programs are performing as designed and where opportunities for improvement exist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question ID</th>
<th>School Year</th>
<th>Authored Difficulty</th>
<th>Correct 1st Attempt (%)</th>
<th>Distance from Median</th>
<th>Outlier Score</th>
<th>Students Attempting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2753</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7396</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7392</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5433</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>hard</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1698</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5449</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8292</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>70621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7356</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Open Educational Resources: Exploring Use and Enhancing Search Using Natural Language Processing

In the current educational landscape, there is growing interest in using open educational resources (OER) for courses, and supplementing publisher-provided content with OER. Thus, OER have become part of the instructional learning equation. However, the usage and effectiveness of OER remain largely unexplored due to a number of fundamental challenges (Seaman & Seaman, 2017). These challenges vary considerably, and include discoverability (e.g., lack of a central index), content sufficiency in a subject domain, recency (content being stale), sufficiency of content quality, diversity of use cases, and variability in the rights of digital content. These varied challenges make the curation of OER content, data collection, and content improvement challenging. Macmillan Learning has introduced solutions to address many of these barriers by aggregating OER at scale, indexing them against course learning outcomes, and measuring usage and user engagement (see Figure 6). In addition, we are further attempting to measure the quality and effectiveness of OER (e.g., by assessing the impact of subsequent outcomes for students and instructors).

**FIGURE 6.** Usage of all instructional and assessment content at a sample institution, including locally subscribed and open educational resources (OER). In this analysis, instructors favored content such as journal articles and eBooks over videos and web pages.
Learning Analytics: 
Illuminating Examples

In the near future, insights into the usage and effectiveness of open educational resources can help educational institutions better understand how to optimally achieve outcomes with available materials. For Macmillan Learning, these insights allow for the continued support of instructors, institutions, and students in their efforts to achieve the best outcomes possible with a range of educational tools and content. These insights can contribute to a discourse about how to create the most pedagogically effective OER and empirically improve them for use by communities of educators.

In order to identify ways to enable instructors to more effectively utilize OER in their courses, analysts at Macmillan Learning have applied natural language processing to automatically categorize and index more than 6 million OER assets (at the time of this writing). This machine-learning driven taxonomy enables instructors to efficiently discover and select OER assets by topic, type, and/or course learning outcome.

Supporting Learning Objectives-Driven Instruction Through Data Analytics

Calls for accountability in higher education and the changing landscape of college learners have resulted in an increased focus on high-quality, evidence-based teaching practices in the classroom (Gyurko et al., 2016). A wealth of research suggests clear, appropriately challenging learning objectives are a foundation for effective course design (Mayer, 2008) and have the ability to positively impact student learning outcomes (Hattie, 2009). Combined with student engagement and performance data, new opportunities are emerging to validate instruction driven by learning objectives at a scale that have not been possible in the past. Understanding how learning objectives are used in courses provides a first step toward supporting instruction that is based on learning objectives (see Figure 7). By measuring student performance against learning objectives, instructors and researchers can develop an understanding of how instruction is enabling students meet the desired objectives in a course. Such understandings also provide a foundation for personalization and adaptive learning, for timely and successful intervention strategies, leading, in turn, to the generation of new pedagogical models.
FIGURE 7. The network of learning objectives used in English composition courses. Each node (circle) represents a learning objective. The more assignments a learning objective was included in, the larger the node. Learning objectives appearing in the same assignments are linked, with the closeness of the nodes showing how frequently a pair of objectives are included in the same assignments. These analyses have the potential to support instructors’ needs in learning objectives-driven courses.
Active Learning: Empirical Insights into a Growing Pedagogy

Active learning strategies continue to be used by instructors, and a growing body of educational research and evidence demonstrates their ability to improve a range of student outcomes. Educators implement active learning in a variety of ways, from interspersing traditional lectures with polling to flipped classrooms (Freeman, 2014).

Macmillan Learning provides a widely used in-class polling system. This enables insights at scale on trends in pedagogical approaches per discipline and class size, as well as insights on students’ in-class participation (see Figure 8). These data further provide insights for product innovation, enabling recommendations on best practices and effective in-class interventions in active-learning contexts.

This enables at-scale research into active learning pedagogies by discipline and class size, detailed insights into students’ in-class engagement, and relationships with performance and retention.

**FIGURE 8.** How student participation varies over the duration of courses and for different disciplines measured using an in-class polling system. Each grey track within a discipline graph shows the progression of an instructor’s course, week by week (from left to right), and what fraction of their class stopped participating (from bottom to top). Courses tracking close to the red trend have students disengaging early on in the course. In contrast, courses tracking close to the green trend have students engaging throughout the course. (Sharp vertical jumps at right reflect the natural wrap up of courses when students tend to stop participating.)
FIGURE 9a. Instructors use editing marks on student compositions either uniformly across the entire class (evident by trends that ascend consistently from left to right) or non-uniformly (evident by trends that stay flattened toward the right “wall” of the graph and then ascend sharply). The latter is the most common usage of editing marks.

How Do Instructors Provide Feedback on Student Compositions? Extracting Insights from Noisy Usage Patterns

This example demonstrates how careful analysis can reveal distinct segments of users, despite noisy and complex data.

In an English composition product offered by Macmillan Learning, an analysis of instructor usage revealed two distinct approaches to providing feedback on student compositions: instructors who provide summative comments to a student’s overall composition and instructors who insert specific feedback directly within the student’s composition using editing marks. Furthermore, the latter group of instructors use the editing marks tool in two distinct ways: those who use the editing marks uniformly across all their students’
compositions (i.e., more or less an equal amount of editing marks per composition) or those who use the editing marks non-uniformly, which is more common (see Figures 9a and 9b). These observations of instructor preferences guide product development and refinement to ensure that the desired editing and feedback tools are available in most effective formats.

**Figure 9b.** A slice through Figure 9a reveals the two main approaches instructors use to provide feedback on student compositions: Instructors use editing marks on student compositions either more or less uniformly across the entire class (green) or non-uniformly (orange). Each curve corresponds to a different course pattern. The blue line represents a hypothetical “ideal” course in which an instructor provides a consistent number of editing marks for every student and composition.
FIGURE 10. Comparison of scores (levels) instructors assigned to students’ English compositions with scores predicted using machine learning techniques based on their comments. Higher scores were predicted better than lower scores (darker colors show a higher concentration of data).

Leveraging Machine Learning to Provide Automated Score Recommendations

To what extent is it possible to automatically assign learning objective scores to English compositions based on instructor comments? For this purpose, a machine learning model was developed to predict the assignment of a learning objective score (level) using the content in instructor comments as predictors. Use of several different machine learning techniques (naive Bayes, random forest, support vector machines, multilayer perceptron, and convolutional neural network) demonstrated that the predictability of scores can be improved by about 13% by utilizing convolutional neural networks over naive Bayesian networks. At 62%, the convolutional neural network technique provided the highest prediction accuracy. Higher scores can be predicted better than lower scores (see Figure 10). Although accuracy needs to be improved further for practical use, machine learning techniques show promise. In the future, these techniques may be able to supplement the support instructors offer to their students—for example, provide instructors with prompts for where to re-evaluate or verify an assigned score, or identify compositions with a common problem and recommend feedback to help them provide richer and more personalized feedback in large classes.
Building Educational Products with Empathy: Empirical Analysis of Instructor Personas

Understanding the needs of educators and their value preferences in instruction is essential to the user experience and product development teams at Macmillan Learning in order to develop products that are empathetic and effective. The insights learning analytics can provide extend beyond data generated in online learning platforms, to data from other sources - such as surveys. Extracting insights from responses to well-designed survey questions is non-trivial. Actionable insights from responses to survey questions that attempt to capture the complexities of instructor preferences can only emerge by looking at the data conditionally from multiple angles and utilizing a multitude of approaches from point statistics to associations (see Figure 11) to probe apparent clusterings. The analytics provide insights on the relationships between preferences of different users. In addition, these insights are also used to continuously refine the survey design.

**FIGURE 11.** Associations of instructor preferences along eight traits. Correlation coefficients between traits are listed in the right half of the grid. “Course structuring” and “timely feedback” are strongly and positively correlated. That is, instructors who value providing timely feedback also prefer structuring their courses in specific ways such that the two are positively associated. In contrast, “emotional drive” and “intellectual drive” are negatively correlated. That is, instructors who value emotional drive tend not to value intellectual drive and vice versa.
FIGURE 12. Student outcome journeys for a range of disciplines Macmillan Learning provides online learning products for. The metrics are assessed using proxies and provide an overall health check of instructor and student experiences. The heatmap guides opportunities, such as different or additional instructor support, best practices in course design, and product or user experience refinements.

From Instructor and Student Journeys to Better Course Outcomes: Identifying Opportunities for Product Refinement, Support, and Training

In addition to deep analyses of users of specific products, features, and content, analysts at Macmillan Learning have found it valuable to research aggregated metrics of user journeys and key steps related to better course outcomes. The user journeys provide insights into instructors’ and students’ use of a product in their course throughout a term. For instructors, these analyses reveal how easily they enroll students and create a course, the frequency of online assignments, and course outcomes. For students, these analyses reveal how easily they registered and their level of engagement and performance during the course (see Figure 12). These analyses of user journeys provide insights for product refinement and innovation as well as instructor support and training.
Analyzing data from educational contexts is often viewed as a means to summarize observations and test hypotheses. At Macmillan Learning, we take a much broader view of the potential of learning analytics to improve student, instructor, and institutional outcomes. In particular, we have identified a wealth of emerging opportunities for learning analytics to provide empirical insights into foundational questions in education such as learning at an impasse, scaffolding, spaced repetition, multimedia learning principles, and knowledge and problem-solving transfer (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Kahney, 1993; Mayer, 2009; VanLehn et al., 2003). This approach to learning analytics is possible for three key reasons:

1. the increasing breadth, depth, and timeliness of data from learning platforms,
2. the increasing granularity of data from well-designed learning platforms (e.g., interactions with time stamps), and
3. the ability to factor in contextual details from on-the-ground impact research studies, which provide rich insight into educational processes in their natural settings that are otherwise difficult to obtain—and may even be intrusive—with studies at scale.
Needless to say, these present opportunities and challenges. The increasing availability of a wealth of data has the potential to drown analysts in a sea of information without much meaning. The granularity of data can cause analysts to lose sight of the big picture. Educational impact studies are limited by various course constraints such as course lengths, sizes, and unique contexts that may not be easily repeatable; and control groups may not be possible, limiting causal analyses. However, we contend that all three, when tackled with the best practices encouraged earlier in this paper, have the potential to enable learning analytics to significantly contribute to foundational research in education. It is for these reasons we believe we are entering an age when learning analytics has the potential to become a major contributor to the improvement of education. We are at the cutting edge of an interdisciplinary field including research in teaching and learning, cognitive science, educational impact research, user-centered design, machine learning, and artificial intelligence.

Indeed, a decade and a half ago, in the article, “The frontier of web-based instruction,” Coral Mitchell, Tony DiPetta, and James Kerr wrote (Mitchell, DiPetta, & Kerr, 2001):

“[The] question of how web-based education affects teaching and learning remains largely unanswered, and the terrain of online learning remains largely unmapped.”

Despite much progress, we believe that this observation still holds, and we are on a journey to explore this terrain together with institutions, instructors, students, and other education stakeholders. We recognize that innovations in educational technology provide us with novel opportunities to understand the processes of learning and teaching and, in turn, help us develop educational solutions that meet the needs of instructors and students. Although constraints and limitations apply, as with any endeavor, we believe that learning analytics can leverage data insightfully and empathically—that with sufficient and up-to-date data, we can support students and instructors to achieve greater outcomes.

We look forward to the journey ahead.
At Macmillan Learning, data analytics go hand-in-hand with the utmost respect we have for learners, instructors, and administrators. To protect personally identifiable data, we apply administrative, technical, and physical security measures. We also comply with all relevant privacy laws and our agreements with educational institutions. See our Privacy Notice at https://store.macmillanlearning.com/us/privacy-notice for more information on how we handle data.

Safeguarding user privacy is paramount to us while conducting data analytics at Macmillan Learning. Our data analytics, including the examples in this paper, are conducted without associating the analytics data with the respective users’ names or other personally identifiable information.

Data analytics at Macmillan Learning is conducted for the sole purpose of improving our products and services to enhance the educational outcomes of students and instructors. We regularly monitor our ethical use of data and take continual steps in implementing best practices to safeguard user privacy in consultation with legal and privacy experts.
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